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Video: “9/11 Justice: Every Nation, Every Citizen”.
Lawyer’s Committee for 9/11 Inquiry Reinforced by
3000 Architects and Engineers
Press Conference, Brussels on May 14th 2018

By Dr. Eric Beeth
Global Research, June 04, 2018

Region: Europe, USA
Theme: History, Media Disinformation,

Terrorism

Richard Gage and Barbara Honegger  were recently  on a  European tour  entitled “9/11
Justice: Every Nation, Every Citizen”. Driving into Brussels, they passed by the $ 1.4 Billion

new NATO HQ, and Barbara discovered that on May 25th 2017, President Trump had been
there to dedicate a piece of twisted steel from the not yet judicially investigated crime
scene  of  the  explosive  destruction  of  the  twin  towers  called  the  “9/11  and  Article  5
Memorial”.

Richard’s and Barbara’s purpose of coming to Europe was to ask Europeans to help come to
the rescue of a better trans-Atlantic alliance, this time strengthened by truth and factual
evidence on (f.ex.) what happened on 9/11, and not on a mythical narrative that seems to
have been ‘successfully’ used to coax the European NATO allies into a shameful series of
Post-911 wars.

As a Scandinavian doctor  working in  Brussels,  I  have been perplexed to see how our
European  leaders  have  refused  to  question  the  official  story,  without  legal  forensic
facts, that was used to invoke Article 5 for the first time in the history of the NATO treaty: it

was done two days after Sept 11th 2001, based upon the “Osama Bin Laden did it” narrative
that the Bush administration assured was truthful.  Since then, for example Denmark, which

had not been at war since 1864 (it was neutral in the 1st WW, and neutral when it got run

over  –  without  hardly  a  gun-shot-  by  the  Germans  on  April  9th  1940)  has  suffered  more
soldier  casualties  per  capita  than  any  other  coalition  partner.
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From  the  position  of  more  than  3000  professional  architects  of  Richard  Gage’s
www.AE911Truth.org,  and strengthened now by a group of  highly professional  Lawyers
www.LCfor911.org  (represented in Brussels by former White House Policy Analyst, and long
time Navy senior journalist Barbara Honegger) the duo gave an important Radio interview
[on French speaking Radio Campus of the ULB university, which has as its motto “Sciencia
vincere tenebras” (Knowledge conquers darkness: the radio-show can be listened to even if
you do not speak French) here is the link!] to explain how the “Lawyer’s Committee for 9/11
Inquiry” has now filed a Petition with the U. S. Attorney in the Southern District of New York
formally requesting, pursuant to federal statute, that he present to a special grand jury
extensive evidence of thus-far unprosecuted federal crimes relating to the destruction of
three World Trade Center (WTC) Towers on 9/11/01.

More importantly, they gave a Press Conference addressed to the Europeans, as it is in our
highest interest that our Trans-Atlantic Alliance be strengthened by intelligent adults of
good-will who deal with the real factual world. (Read how unfortunately at present P2OG is
part  of  official  Pentagon  policy  to  mislead  the  media  of  the  Western  alliance,  along  with
various variations of Gladio operations.)

We were sorry to note that no big media showed up at this Press Conference, given in the
main Press Room of the Brussels Info Place, Place Royal 11, the same building that houses
the Government of Brussels. It is therefore of utmost importance that Independent Media
Outlets relay this Press Conference, so that a larger extent of European and International
decision makers become aware of this important reality that Europe has been spending the
blood of its soldiers and large amounts of wealth on a series of wars that were invoked by an
erroneous, or worse, deceitful narrative that set off NATO’s Article 5 for mutual defence of
an attacked ally, for the very first time.

Here are 3 links to the historic Press Conference: do not hesitate to save a copy to your hard
drive, as this is a truly ground breaking interview for Europe.

*

Dr. Beeth is a General Practitioner working in Brussels Belgium. He has contributed to Global
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Research on medical matters, but with the current increase in deceitful provocations that
the even many of his well-liked high ranking patients do not seem to understand, he takes

the 11th of the month off from his medical duties, to inform the elites about the criminal

“inside job” nature of September 11th 2001.  Most citizens are well aware of this, but
apparently not the elite, and not the journalists, as they have vested so much of their
credibility in denying what is self-evident for a 10-year-old with an intuitively correct
understanding of the laws of Physics.  Journalists and decision makers in Brussels who would
like to have more information are welcome to contact Dr. Beeth at eric.beeth@gmail.com.
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